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Dover Publications Inc., United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. First. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Presented in 1962-63 by experts at University College, London, these lectures offer
a variety of perspectives on graph theory. Although the opening chapters form a coherent body of
graph theoretic concepts, this volume is not a text on the subject but rather an introduction to the
extensive literature of graph theory. The seminar s topics are geared toward advanced
undergraduate students of mathematics. Lectures by this volume s editor, Frank Harary, include
Some Theorems and Concepts of Graph Theory, Topological Concepts in Graph Theory, Graphical
Reconstruction, and other introductory talks. A series of invited lectures follows, featuring
presentations by other authorities on the faculty of University College as well as visiting scholars.
These include Extremal Problems in Graph Theory by Paul Erdos, Complete Bipartite Graphs:
Decomposition into Planar Subgraphs, by Lowell W. Beineke, Graphs and Composite Games, by
Cedric A. B. Smith, and several others.
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Reviews
Unquestionably, this is actually the finest operate by any publisher. I have study and i also am confident that i am going to planning to go through once
more yet again in the foreseeable future. I realized this pdf from my i and dad recommended this book to understand.
-- Gus K ilba ck
Extensive manual! Its this sort of very good study. It is rally fascinating throgh reading time period. I am just pleased to explain how this is actually the
finest publication we have go through during my personal life and can be he greatest ebook for actually.
-- Henr i Runolfsdottir
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